
  

CSX Bulls Position into New Highs 

Ticker/Price: CSX ($83.95) 

 

Analysis: 

CSX Corp (CSX) with another 1,300 May deep ITM $40 calls being bought today up to $44.10 in early trade, spot 

where 5,000 bought yesterday for more than $20M. CSX has seen bullish flow accumulate lately including buyers in the 

December $85 calls, 2850X yesterday. Shares are pretty extended short-term after a strong four-day bounce but moving 

out of a big range with a sustained run above $81 and measured move out to $100.  The $61.7B company trades 18.9X 

earnings, 5.8X sales, and 21.2X cash with a 1.25% yield and mid-single digit growth. CSX delivered another strong OR 

with increasing operating leverage as volumes jumped 20% driven by a rebound in the industrial side. They continue to 

have a lot of cash on hand which they’re investing in a major upgrade of their infrastructure with a focus on driving 

long-term efficiencies and additional capacity which they expect to normalize in 2021 and 2022. Additionally, their PSR 

program continues to be among the best in the industry with large reductions in waste while simultaneously boosting 

train length 13% and tonnage 12%. CSX has an interesting long-term catalyst as they expand out their ESG initiatives, 

looking to become a leader in the transports space with ambitious emissions target reductions and fuel efficiency gains 

already starting last quarter. Analysts have an average target for shares of $83. RBC upgrading to Outperform on 10/30 

with a $89 PT citing management's achievement in reducing costs in spite of the rebound in volumes and also the 

company's "best-in-class" operating leverage trends and solid wins. CSX has long runway for growth given improving 

volume visibility and an "attractive" valuation versus peers. Short interest is less than 1%. Hedge fund ownership fell 

12%. Soroban, Palestra Capital, and Steadfast Capital all top holders with concentrated positions. Both the CEO and 

CFO bought stock on the open market in July after earnings, albeit small amounts.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: CSX is quite extended here and prefer UNP which is closer to support, but worth watching CSX 

to come back in and base for a better entry.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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